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Abstract
We show that the braided tensor product algebra A1⊗A2 of two module
algebras A1,A2 of a quasitriangular Hopf algebraH is equal to the ordinary
tensor product algebra of A1 with a subalgebra of A1⊗A2 isomorphic to
A2, provided there exists a realization of H within A1. In other words,
under this assumption we construct a transformation of generators which
‘decouples’ A1,A2 (i.e. makes them commuting). We apply the theorem
to the braided tensor product algebras of two or more quantum group
covariant quantum spaces, deformed Heisenberg algebras and q-deformed
fuzzy spheres.
1
1 Introduction and main theorem
As is well known, given two associative unital algebras A1,A2 (over the
field C, say), one can build a new module algebra A which is as a vector
space the tensor product A = A1 ⊗A2 of the two vector spaces (over the
same field) by postulating the product law
(a1 ⊗ a2)(b1 ⊗ b2) = a1b1 ⊗ a2b2. (1.1)
The resulting algebra is the ordinary tensor product algebra. (1.1) is equiv-
alent to the set of relations
(a1 ⊗ 12)(b1 ⊗ 12) = a1b1 ⊗ 12, (1.2)
(a1 ⊗ 12)(11 ⊗ a2) = a1 ⊗ a2, (1.3)
(11 ⊗ a2)(11 ⊗ b2) = 11 ⊗ a2b2, (1.4)
(11 ⊗ a2)(a1 ⊗ 12) = (a1 ⊗ 12)(11 ⊗ a2). (1.5)
However, in many cases the same goal can be reached also by replacing
(1.5) by some suitable nontrivial commutation relations. With a standard
abuse of notation we shall denote in the sequel a1 ⊗ a2 by a1a2 for any
a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2 and omit all units 1i when multiplied by non-unit
elements; consequently (1.2-1.4) take trivial forms, whereas (1.5) becomes
the commutation relation
a2a1 = a1a2. (1.6)
If A1,A2 are module algebras of a Lie algebra g , and we require A
to be too, then (1.6) has no alternative, because any g ∈ g acts as a
derivation on the (algebra as well as tensor) product of any two elements
or, in Hopf algebra language, because the coproduct ∆(g) = g(1) ⊗ g(2) (at
the rhs we have used Sweedler notation) of the Hopf algebra H ≡ Ug is
cocommutative. In the main part of this paper we shall work with right-
module algebras (instead of left ones), and denote by ⊳ : (ai, g) ∈ Ai×H →
ai ⊳ g ∈ Ai the right action; the reason is that they are equivalent to left
comodule algebras, which are used in much of the literature. In section 5
we shall give the formulae for left module algebras. We recall that a right
action ⊳ : (a, g) ∈ A×H → a ⊳ g ∈ A by definition fulfills
a ⊳ (gg′) = (a ⊳ g) ⊳ g′, (1.7)
(aa′) ⊳ g = (a ⊳ g(1)) (a
′ ⊳ g(2)). (1.8)
If we “q-deform” this setting by taking as Hopf algebra H the quantum
group Uqg , and as Ai the corresponding q-deformed module algebras, then
it is also known [20, 23, 24] that although ∆(g) is no longer cocommutative,
it is still possible to build the deformed counterpart of A if one replaces
(1.6) with nontrivial commutation relations of the form
a2a1 = (a1 ⊳R (1)) (a2 ⊳R (2)). (1.9)
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Here R ≡ R (1) ⊗ R (2) ∈ H+ ⊗ H− denotes the socalled universal R-
matrix of H ≡ Uqg [9], and H± denote the Hopf positive and negative
Borel subalgebras of H. This yields instead of A a braided tensor product
algebraA+ = A1⊗+A2 [24]. An alternative oneA− = A1⊗−A2 is obtained
by replacing in the previous formula R by R−121 :
a2a1 = (a1 ⊳R−1(2)) (a2 ⊳R−1(1)). (1.10)
Both A+ and A− go to the ordinary tensor product algebra A in the limit
q → 1.
This is a particular example of a more general notion, that of a crossed
(or twisted) tensor product [2] of two unital associative algebras.
In view of (1.9) or (1.10) studying representations of A± is a more
difficult task than just studying the representations of A1,A2, taking their
tensor products and studying the irreducible ones there contained. The
degrees of freedom of A1,A2 are so to say “coupled”. One might ask
whether one can “decouple” them by a transformation of generators.
In this work we present a sufficient condition for the construction of a
transformation making A+ equal to an ordinary tensor product A1 ⊗ A˜+2 ,
with A˜+2 a subalgebra of A+ isomorphic to A2 and commuting [in the sense
(1.6)] with A1, although - of course - no longer a H-submodule; and simi-
larly for A−. In a quantum theory framework one could thus interpret the
generators of A1, A˜±2 as pertaining to decoupled degrees of freedom, de-
scribing e.g. some composite or “quasiparticle” excitations. Reducing A±
to a formA1⊗A˜±2 will be called an unbraiding of the braided tensor product
algebra A± = A1⊗±A2. The sufficient condition is that there respectively
exists an algebra homomorphism ϕ+1 or an algebra homomorphism ϕ
−
1
ϕ±1 : A1>⊳H± → A1 (1.11)
acting as the identity on A1, namely for any a1 ∈ A1
ϕ±1 (a1) = a1. (1.12)
(Note that, as a consequence of (1.12), ϕ±1 is idempotent, (ϕ
±
1 )
2 = ϕ±1 ).
Here A1>⊳H± denotes the cross product between A1 and H±. In other
words, this amounts to assuming that ϕ+1 (H
+) [resp. ϕ−1 (H
−)] provides
a realization of H+ (resp. H−) within A1. In fact, A˜2 is found using the
main result of this work:
Theorem 1 Let {H,R} be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and H+,H− be
Hopf subalgebras of H such that R ∈ H+⊗H−. Let A1,A2 be respectively
a H+- and a H−-module algebra, so that we can define A+ as in (1.9), and
ϕ+1 be a homomorphism of the type (1.11), (1.12), so that we can define
the “unbraiding” map χ+ : A2 → A+ by
χ+(a2) := ϕ
+
1 (R (1)) (a2 ⊳R (2)). (1.13)
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Alternatively, let A1,A2 be respectively a H−- and a H+-module algebra, so
that we can define A− as in (1.10), and ϕ−1 be a homomorphism of the type
(1.11), (1.12), so that we can define the “unbraiding” map χ− : A2 → A−
by
χ−(a2) := ϕ
−
1 (R−1(2)) (a2 ⊳R−1(1)). (1.14)
In either case χ± are then injective algebra homomorphisms and
[χ±(a2),A1] = 0, (1.15)
namely the subalgebras A˜±2 := χ±(A2) ≈ A2 commute with A1. Moreover
A± = A1 ⊗ A˜±2 .
Proof . We start by recalling the content of the hypotheses stated in the
theorem. The algebra A1>⊳H± as a vector space is the tensor product of
A1 and H±, whereas its product law is obtained combining the product
laws of these two tensor factors with the cross-product law,
a1g = g(1) (a1 ⊳ g(2)), (1.16)
for any a1 ∈ A1 and g ∈ H±. ϕ±1 being an algebra homomorphism means
that for any ξ, ξ′ ∈ A1>⊳H±
ϕ±1 (ξξ
′) = ϕ±1 (ξ)ϕ
±
1 (ξ
′). (1.17)
For ξ ≡ a ∈ A1 ⊂ A1>⊳H±, ξ′ ≡ g ∈ H± ⊂ A1>⊳H± this implies
aϕ±(g) = ϕ±(g(1))(a ⊳ g(2)) (1.18)
Hereby we have also used (1.12) and (1.16). After these preliminaries, note
that under the assumption (1.9), for any a1 ∈ A1 and a2 ∈ A2
a1 χ
+(a2)
(1.13)
= a1ϕ
+
1 (R (1)) (a2 ⊳R (2))
(1.18)
= ϕ+(R (1)(1))(a1 ⊳R
(1)
(2))(a2 ⊳R (2))
(A.1.3)
= ϕ+(R (1))(a1 ⊳R (1′))(a2 ⊳R (2)R (2′))
(1.9)
= ϕ+(R (1))(a2 ⊳R (2))a1
(1.13)
= χ+(a2) a1,
which proves (1.15) in this case. Moreover
χ+(a2a
′
2)
(1.13)
= ϕ+1 (R (1)) (a2a′2 ⊳R (2))
(1.8)
= ϕ+(R (1))(a2 ⊳R (2)(1))(a′2 ⊳R
(2)
(2))
(A.1.4)
= ϕ+(R (1′)R (1))(a2 ⊳R (2))(a′2 ⊳R (2
′))
(1.17)
= ϕ+(R (1′))ϕ(R (1))(a2 ⊳R (2))(a′2 ⊳R (2
′))
(1.13)
= ϕ+(R (1′))χ+(a2)(a′2 ⊳R (2
′))
(1.15)
= χ+(a2)ϕ(R (1′))(a′2 ⊳R (2
′))
(1.13)
= χ+(a2)χ
+(a′2),
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proving that χ+ is a homomorphism. To prove injectivity we show that
χ+ can be inverted on χ+(A2), and the inverse is given by
(χ+)−1(a˜2) = V
−1
(
[ϕ+(S−1R (1))a˜2] ⊳R (2)
)
(1.19)
where V ∈ A1 is the invertible element defined by V := ϕ+1 (S−1R (1)) ⊳R (2)
(V is invertible because R is). In fact,
V −1 [ϕ+1 (S
−1R (1))χ+(a2)] ⊳R (2)
(1.13)
= V −1 [ϕ+1 (S
−1R (1))ϕ+1 (R (1
′)) (a2 ⊳R (2′))] ⊳R (2)
(A.1.5),(1.17)
= V −1
{
ϕ+1 [S
−1(R−1(1′)R (1))] (a2 ⊳R−1(2′))
}
⊳R (2)
(1.8)
= V −1 ϕ+1 [S
−1(R−1(1′)R (1))] ⊳R (2)(1) (a2 ⊳R−1(2
′)) ⊳R (2)(2)
(A.1.4)
= V −1 ϕ+1 [S
−1(R−1(1′)R (1)R (1”))] ⊳R (2”) (a2 ⊳R−1(2′)) ⊳R (2))
(1.7)
= V −1 ϕ+1 [S
−1(R (1”))] ⊳R (2”) a2
= V −1 V a2 = a2.
In fact, if ϕ+1 can be extended to an algebra homomorphism ϕ1 : A1>⊳H →
A1 a little calculation with the help of eq.’s (A.2.1), (A.1.7) shows that
V = ϕ1(v), where v ∈ H is the invertible central element defined by
(A.1.8). We know that A1⊗A˜+2 ⊂ A+. To prove that A+ = A1⊗A˜+2 note
first that by (1.9) any element in A+ can be written as a sum of products
a1a2, with a1 ∈ A1 and a2 ∈ A2. So we need to show that
a1a2 = b
(1)χ+(b(2)) (1.20)
for some b(1) ∈ A1, b(2) ∈ A2 (at the rhs a sum of many terms is implicitly
understood). Now this can be proved as follows:
a1a2 = a1ϕ
+
1 (1H) (a2 ⊳ 1H) = a1ϕ
+
1 (R−1(1)R (1
′)) [a2 ⊳ (R−1(2)R (2′))]
(1.7)
= a1ϕ
+
1 (R−1(1))ϕ+1 (R (1
′)) (a2 ⊳R−1(2)) ⊳R (2′)
(1.13)
= a1ϕ
+
1 (R−1(1)) χ+(a2 ⊳R−1(2)),
which is of the form (1.20).
The proof for χ− under the corresponding assumptions is completely
analogous. ⊓⊔
In the next Section we shall need an alternative expression for χ±, which
we prove in the appendix:
Proposition 1
χ+(a2) = (a2 ⊳R−1(2))ϕ+1 (SR−1(1)), (1.21)
χ−(a2) = (a2 ⊳R (1))ϕ−1 (SR (2)). (1.22)
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The rest of the paper is essentially devoted to illustrate the application
of Theorem 1 to some algebrasAi for which homomorphisms ϕ±1 are known.
In Ref. [4] algebra homomorphisms ϕ±1 have been found for (a slightly
enlarged version A1 of) the algebra of functions on the N -dimensional
quantum Euclidean space [12] RNq , corresponding to H = Uqso(N). The
explicit forms of ϕ±1 on the Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtadjan (FRT) gen-
erators L±ij of Uqso(N) are recalled in the appendix A.3. The maps ϕ±1
for N = 3 are given also in Ref. [5]. The same maps do the job also
on the quotient spaces obtained by setting xixi = 1 [quantum (N −1)-
dimensional spheres SN−1q ], and the appropriate maps for the q-deformed
fuzzy sphere S2q,M have been found in [19]. Therefore Uqso(N)and the
quantum Euclidean spaces/spheres provide nontrivial H and A1 for the
application of the above theorem. In fact, the constructions of the frame
given in Ref. [17, 4] can be interpreted as an application of the theorem
with A1 ≡ RNq and A2 the N !-dim exterior algebra generated by the differ-
entials dxi of the Uqso(N)-covariant differential calculus (although with a
universal R-matrix R slightly modified by multiplication by the coproduct
∆(Λ) = Λ⊗Λ of a new element Λ generating dilatations); consequently, in
agreement with the philosophy of Ref. [25], the algebra of differential forms
on RNq can be written as R
N
q ⊗ A˜2, where A˜2 is the N !-dim exterior alge-
bra generated by the frame elements. On the other hand, the existence of
algebra homomorphisms ϕ : A1>⊳H → A1, for H = Uqso(N), Uqsl(N) and
A1 respectively equal to (a suitable completion of) the Uqso(N)-covariant
Heisenberg algebra or the Uqsl(N)-covariant Heisenberg or Clifford alge-
bras, has been known for even a longer time [13, 8, 21], so the theorem
also applies if we choose as (H,A1) one of these pairs of algebras.
Of course the above theorem can be used iteratively to completely un-
braid an algebra A obtained by repeated braided tensor product [through
prescription (1.9), or prescription (1.10)] of an arbitrary number of H-
module algebras A1,A2, ...,AM . We shall explicitly consider the partic-
ular case that the latter be M identical copies of the Uqso(N)-covariant
quantum space/sphere (Section 3), of the Uqso(3)-covariant q-fuzzy sphere
(Section 6), or of the Uqso(N)- or Uqsl(N)-covariant Heisenberg algebra
(Section 4). There we shall explicitly write down the generators of A˜±2 for
the lowest N examples.
In appendix A.3 we analyze the properties of ϕ± under the main real
sections of Uqso(N), what was left aside in Ref. [4]. In section 2 we
investigate in the context of general position the properties of χ± under
the ∗-structures.
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2 The unbraiding under the ∗-structures
Assume H is a Hopf ∗-algebra, namely the coproduct ∆ and counit ε are
∗-homomorphisms,
∆(g∗) ≡ (g∗)(1) ⊗ (g∗)(2) = (g(1))∗ ⊗ (g(2))∗, (2.1)
and A1, A2 are H-module ∗-algebras, namely for any ai ∈ Ai
(ai ⊳ g)
∗ = a∗i ⊳ S
−1g∗ (2.2)
(here S denotes the antipode of H); we have used and shall use the same
symbol ∗ for the ∗-structure on all algebras H,A1, etc. Then ∗ is a ∗-
structure also for A1>⊳H. The same statement is not automatically true
for the braided tensor product algebra A± = A1⊗±A2, because the basic
requirement that the latter be antimultiplicative
(a2a1)
∗ = a∗1a
∗
2 (2.3)
(note that this would make A± also a H-module ∗-algebra) is not auto-
matically guaranteed. In fact, applying this would-be ∗ to rhs of (1.9) one
finds
(a2a1)
∗ (1.9)=
[
(a1 ⊳R (1)) (a2 ⊳R (2))
]∗
(2.3)
= (a2 ⊳R (2))∗(a1 ⊳R (1))∗
(2.2)
= (a∗2 ⊳ S
−1R (2)∗)(a∗1 ⊳ S−1R (1)∗)
(1.9)
= (a∗1 ⊳ S
−1R (1)∗R (1′))(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R (2)∗R (2
′)); (2.4)
in order that this be equal to the rhs of (2.3) it is necessary that (S−1 ⊗
S−1)R ∗ = R−1, which upon use of (A.1.5) is equivalent to
R ∗ = R−1 (2.5)
(here R ∗ means R (1)∗ ⊗ R (2)∗). This condition is fulfilled only for the
standard noncompact sections (A.1.28) of Uqg , for |q| = 1; as a conse-
quence, A+ = A1⊗+A2 becomes a H-module ∗-algebra if one extends the
∗-structures of the tensor factors to A using (2.3). The same holds for A−.
On the contrary, the compact section, which requires q ∈ R, is charac-
terized by
R ∗ = R 21. (2.6)
In the latter case the map ∗ introduced through (2.3) makes sense only as
an involutive antimultiplicative antilinear map A+ → A−, if both A+ and
A− exist. In fact, in this case the last line in (2.4) will be replaced by
(1.10),(2.6)
= (a∗1 ⊳ S
−1R (2)R−1(2′))(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R (1)R−1(1
′))
(A.1.5)
= a∗1a
∗
2,
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as required. Alternatively, if A1,A2 are two copies of the same algebra
and we denote by ψ : A1 → A2 the map associating to each a1 ∈ A1 the
equivalent element in A2, one can define an alternative ∗-structure ⋆ in A±
by setting
a⋆1 = ψ(a
∗
1) a
⋆
2 = ψ
−1(a∗2), (2.7)
since this is instead compatible with (1.9). In fact, (2.4) will become
(a2a1)
⋆ (1.9)=
[
(a1 ⊳R (1)) (a2 ⊳R (2))
]⋆
(2.3)
= (a2 ⊳R (2))⋆(a1 ⊳R (1))⋆
(2.2)
= ψ−1(a∗2 ⊳ S
−1R (2)∗)ψ(a∗1 ⊳ S−1R (1)∗)
(1.9)
= ψ(a∗1 ⊳ S
−1R (2)R−1(2′))ψ−1(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R (1)R−1(1
′))
(A.1.5)
= ψ(a∗1)ψ
−1(a∗2)a1
(2.7)
= a⋆1 a
⋆
2 (2.8)
A similar trick can be used also if one considers an iterated braided tensor
product of M > 2 copies of the same algebra, see next section. However,
such ⋆’s have not the standard commutative limit, because of the presence
of the map ψ.
Inspired by the applications of the next two Sections, we now assume
that ϕ±1 fulfill some specific conditions relating its action before and after
the application of the involution ∗, and analyze the identities relating the
action of χ± before and after the application of ∗ which follow herefrom.
Proposition 2 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 for defining χ+
or χ− are fulfilled. If R ∗ = R−1 and for any g± ∈ H±
[ϕ±1 (g
±)]∗ = ϕ±1 (g
±∗), (2.9)
in other words ϕ±1 are ∗-homomorphisms, then
[χ±(a2)]
∗ = χ±(a∗2). (2.10)
If R ∗ = R 21 and ∗ : H± → H∓ fulfills
[ϕ±1 (g)]
∗ = ϕ∓1 (g
∗), (2.11)
then
[χ±(a2)]
∗ = χ∓(a∗2). (2.12)
Proof . Under the first assumptions, for any a2 ∈ A2,
[χ+(a2)]
∗ (1.21)= [(a2 ⊳R−1(2))ϕ+1 (SR−1(1))]∗
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= [ϕ+1 (SR−1(1))]∗(a2 ⊳R−1(2))∗
(2.9),(2.2)
= ϕ+1 (S
−1R−1(1)∗)(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R−1(2)∗)
(2.5)
= ϕ+1 (S
−1R (1))(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R (2))
(A.1.5)
= ϕ+1 (R (1))(a∗2 ⊳R (2))
(1.13)
= χ+(a∗2).
Similarly one proves (2.10) for χ−. Under the second assumptions, for any
a2 ∈ A2,
[χ+(a2)]
∗ (1.21)= [(a2 ⊳R−1(2))ϕ+1 (SR−1(1))]∗
= [ϕ+1 (SR−1(1))]∗(a2 ⊳R−1(2))∗
(2.11),(2.2)
= ϕ−1 (S
−1R−1(1)∗)(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R−1(2)∗)
(2.6)
= ϕ−1 (S
−1R−1(2))(a∗2 ⊳ S−1R−1(1))
(A.1.5)
= ϕ−1 (R−1(2))(a∗2 ⊳R−1(1))
(1.14)
= χ−(a∗2).
By similar arguments one proves the claim for χ−. ⊓⊔
It should be noted that there also exist non–standard star structures
on Uqg for |q| = 1, in particular the compact form X±i
∗
= X∓i , K
∗
i = K
−1
i
in terms of the Cartan–Weyl generators. Then
R ∗ = R−121 , (2.13)
while the coproduct does not fulfill (2.1) as in a standard Hopf ∗-algebra
but becomes flipped under the star. This nevertheless has the correct
classical limit, because the coproduct is cocommutative for q = 1. In
certain cases (in particular on the fuzzy quantum sphere [19] discussed in
section 6, but see also [30]), it is then possible to define a star structure on
each Ai, which takes the form a∗i;k = ±Ωiai;kΩ−1i on the generators ai;k of
Ai. Here Ωi = 4√vi−1ωi, where vi and ωi are the realizations in Ai (using
an algebra map from Uqg to Ai as above) of the central element v ∈ Uqg
(A.1.8) and the “universal Weyl element” ω in an extension of Uqg [22].
All this must be defined in some representation of Ai; for more details
see∗ [19, 30]. If moreover there exists an element Ω which realizes 4
√
v
−1
ω
in A+ = A1⊗+A2 or a “physical” subspace thereof, then it follows easily
from (2.13) that the star structure a∗i;k = ±Ωai;kΩ−1 on A+ is consistent
with the commutation relations of the braided tensor product algebra A+.
This star then has the correct classical limit, and the same construction
also works for A−.
∗The v in [19, 30] is the square root of our v here.
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3 Unbraiding ‘chains’ of braided quan-
tum Euclidean spaces or spheres
In this section we consider the braided tensor product of M ≥ 2 copies
A1,A2, ...,AM of the quantum Euclidean space RNq [12] (the Uqso(N)-
covariant quantum space), i.e. of the unital associative algebra generated
by xi fulfilling the relations
Paijhkxhxk = 0, (3.1)
where Pa denotes the q-deformed antisymmetric projector appearing in the
decomposition of the braid matrix Rˆ of Uqso(N) [given in formula (A.1.23)],
or of the quotient space of the latter obtained by setting r2 := xixi = 1
[the quantum (N−1)-dimensional sphere SN−1q ]. The multiplet (xi) carries
the fundamental vector representation ρ of Uqso(N): for any g ∈ Uqso(N)
xi ⊳ g = ρij(g)x
j . (3.2)
We shall enumerate the different copies of the quantum Euclidean space or
sphere by attaching an additional greek index to them, e.g. α = 1, 2, ...,M .
The prescription (1.10) to glue A1, ...,AM into a Uqso(N)-module associa-
tive algebra A− gives the following cross commutation relations between
their respective generators:
xα,ixβ,j = Rˆijhkx
α,hxβ,k (3.3)
whenever α < β. Note that prescriptions (1.10), (1.9) go into each other
under the inverse reordering 1, 2, ...,M → M, ..., 2, 1. Applying iteratively
Theorem 1 we shall be able to completely unbraid this iterated tensor
product.
To define ϕ±1 one actually needs a slightly enlarged version [4] of R
N
q (or
SN−1q ). One has to introduce some new generators
√
ra, with 1 ≤ a ≤ N2 ,
together with their inverses (
√
ra)
−1, requiring that
r2a =
a∑
h=−a
xhxh =
a∑
h=−a
ghkx
hxk (3.4)
(note that, having set n :=
[
N
2
]
, r2n coincides with r
2). Moreover for odd
N we add also also
√
x0 and its inverse as new generators). In fact, the
commutation relations involving these new generators can be fixed consis-
tently, and turn out to be simply q-commutation relations. r plays the
role of ‘deformed Euclidean distance’ of the generic ‘point of coordinates’
(xi) of RNq from the ‘origin’; ra is the ‘projection’ of r on the ‘subspace’
xi = 0, |i| > a. In the previous equation ghk denotes the ‘metric matrix’
of SOq(N):
gij = g
ij = q−ρiδi,−j . (3.5)
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It is a SOq(N)-isotropic tensor and is a deformation of the ordinary Eu-
clidean metric. Here and in the sequel n :=
[
N
2
]
is the rank of so(N),
the indices take the values i = −n, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . n for N odd, and i =
−n, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . n for N even. Moreover, we have introduced the notation
(ρi) = (n− 12 , . . . , 12 , 0,−12 , . . . , 12 −n) for N odd, (n−1, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 1−n)
for N even. In the case of even N one needs to include also the FRT gener-
ator L−11 and its inverse L+11 (which are generators of Uqso(N) belonging
to the Cartan subalgebra) among the generators of A1. They satisfy the
commutation relations
L−11x±1 = q±1x±1L−11, L−11x±i = x±iL−11 for i > 1. (3.6)
with A1, and the standard FRT relations with the rest of Uqso(N). One
can easily show that the extension of the action of Uqso(N) to
√
ra, (
√
ra)
−1
is uniquely determined by the constraints the latter fulfil; it is a bit com-
plicated and therefore will be omitted, since we will not need its explicit
expression. The action of H on L−11 is the standard (right) adjoint action.
Note that the maps ϕ±1 have no analog in the “undeformed” case (q = 1),
because A1 ≡ RN is abelian, whereas H ≡ Uqso(N) is not.
The unbraiding procedure is recursive. We use the homomorphism ϕ1
found in Ref. [4] and start by unbraiding the first copy from the others.
Following Theorem 1, we perform the following change of generators in A−
y1,i := x1,i
yα,i := χ−(xα,i)
(1.14)
= ϕ1(R−1(2))ρij(R−1(1))xα,j = ϕ1(L−ij)xα,j , α > 1.
In the last equality we have used the definition (A.1.15) of the FRT gen-
erators [12] of Uqso(N). In appendix A.3 we recall the ϕ
± images of the
latter. In view of formula (A.3.2) we thus find
y1,i := x1,i
yα,i := gih[µ1h, x
1,k]qgkj x
α,j , α > 1.
(3.7)
The suffix 1 in µ1a means that the special elements µa defined in (A.3.3)
must be taken as elements of the first copy of RNq . In view of (A.3.3)
we see that gih[µ1h, x
1,k]qgkj are rather simple polynomials in x
i and r−1a ,
homogeneous of total degree 1 in the coordinates xi and ra. Hence (3.7) is a
transformation of polynomial type and therefore likely to be implemented
as a well-defined operator transformation also when representing A− as an
algebra of operators on some linear space. Using the results (A.3.8) given
in the appendix we give now the explicit expression of (3.7) for N = 3:
yα,− = −qhγ1 r
x0
xα,−
yα,0 =
√
q(q + 1)
1
x0
x+xα,− + xα,0 (3.8)
yα,+ =
√
q(q + 1)
hγ1rx0
(x+)2xα,− +
q−1 + 1
hγ1r
x+xα,0 − 1
qhγ1r
x0xα,+
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for any α = 2, ...,M . Here we have set xi ≡ x1,i, h ≡ √q− 1/√q, replaced
for simplicity the values −1, 0, 1 of the indices by the ones −, 0,+ and
denoted by γ1 ∈ C a free parameter.
As a consequence of the theorem we find
Corollary 1
[y1,i, yα,j ] = 0 α > 1 (3.9)
yα,iyβ,j = Rˆijhky
α,hyβ,k 1 < α < β (3.10)
Paijhkyα,hyα,k = 0 (3.11)
By (3.9) the subalgebra A˜−1 ≡ A1 of A− generated by y1,i ≡ x1,i
commutes with the subalgebra generated by y2,i, ..., yM,i, which we shall
call A˜−. This was the first step of the unbraiding procedure. Now we can
reiterate the latter for A˜−, with y2,i playing the role of x1,i. After M − 1
steps, we shall have determined M independent commuting subalgebrae of
A− which we shall call A˜−α , α = 1, ...,M .
Theunbraiding procedure for the alternative braided tensor product
stemming from prescription (1.9) arises by iterating the change of genera-
tors
y′M,i := xM,i
y′α,i := ϕM (L+ij)xα,j = gih[µ¯Mh , xM,k]q−1gkj xα,j , α < M.
(3.12)
µ¯Ma are the special elements defined in (A.3.6) belonging to the M -th copy
of RNq . Using the results (A.3.9) given in the appendix we give the explicit
expression of (3.12) for N = 3: for any α = 1, ...,M−1,
y′α,− = −hγ¯1 z
0
rz
xα,− +
kγ¯1√
qrz
z−xα,0 +
q−2kγ¯1
rzz0
(z−)2xα,+
y′α,0 = xα,0 + q−
1
2 (q−1 + 1)
1
z0
z−xα,+ (3.13)
y′α,+ = − rz
hγ¯1z0
xα,+
Here we have set zi ≡ xM,i, r2z ≡ xM,ixMi , k ≡ q− q−1 and γ¯1 ∈ C is a free
parameter.
Again, the subalgebra A˜+M ≈ RNq of A+ generated by yM,i ≡ xM,i
commutes with the subalgebra generated by y1,i, ..., yM−1,i, which we shall
call A˜+. This was the first step of the unbraiding procedure. Now we can
reiterate the latter for A˜+, with yM−1,i playing the role of xM,i. AfterM−1
steps, we shall have determined M independent commuting subalgebrae of
A+ which we shall call A˜+α .
We summarize the results of this section:
Proposition 3 Let A1,A2, ...,AM be M copies of the Uqso(N)-covariant
quantum Euclidean space (or sphere). Then A1⊗±A2⊗±...⊗±AM = A1 ⊗
A˜±2 ⊗ ...⊗ A˜±M , where A˜±2 , ..., A˜±M are subalgebras of the lhs isomorphic to
A1.
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By a suitable choice of γ1, γ¯1, as well as of the other free parameters ap-
pearing in the definitions of ϕ± for N > 3 (see appendix A.3), one can
make ϕ± into ∗-homomorphisms when |q| = 1, and make them satisfy the
relation
[ϕ±(g)]∗ = ϕ∓(g∗) (3.14)
when q ∈ R+. Since these relations are of the type considered in propo-
sition 2, the claims of the latter for χ± and their consequences hold. In
particular, when |q| = 1 one has a well-defined ∗ on the braided tensor
product of A1, ...,AM mapping each of the independent, commuting sub-
algebras A˜±i into itself. On the contrary for real q one can consider the
map ∗ : A+ → A− defined by (2.3) or a ∗-structure on A± defined in a
way similar to what we have done in (2.7),
(xα,i)⋆ = xM−α+1,jgji. (3.15)
The latter has not the standard classical limit. A short calculation shows
that the latter implies
(yα,i)⋆ = y′M−α+1,jgji. (3.16)
4 Unbraiding ‘chains’ of braided Heisen-
berg algebras
In this section we consider the braided tensor product of M ≥ 2 copies
A1,A2, ...,AM of the Uqg -covariant deformed Heisenberg algebra Dǫ,g ,
g = sl(N), so(N) [28, 31, 3], i.e. the unital associative algebra generated
by xi, ∂j fulfilling the relations
Paijhkxhxk = 0
Paijhk∂j∂i = 0 (4.1)
∂ix
j = δij + (qγRˆ)
ǫjk
ihx
h∂k,
where γ = q
1
N , 1 respectively for g = sl(N), so(N), and the exponent ǫ
can take either value ǫ = 1,−1. Rˆ denotes the braid matrix of Uqg [given
in formulae (A.1.22) and (A.1.23)], and again Pa the antisymmetric pro-
jector appearing in the decomposition of the latter. The coordinates xi
transform according to the fundamental vector representation of Uqg , as
in (3.2), whereas the ‘partial derivatives’ trasform according the contra-
gredient representation,
∂i ⊳ g = ∂hρ
h
i (S
−1g). (4.2)
The indices will take the values i = 1, ..., N if g = sl(N), the same values
considered in the previous section if g = so(N). Clearly in the latter
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case Dǫ,g has the quantum Euclidean space generated by xi as a module
subalgebra.
Again, we shall enumerate the different copies by attaching to them an
additional greek index, e.g. α = 1, 2, ...,M . The prescription (1.9) to glue
A1, ...,AM into a Uqg -module associative algebra A+ (see also Ref. [14])
gives the following cross commutation relations between their respective
generators
xα,ixβ,j = Rˆijhkx
β,hxα,k ∂α,i∂β,j = Rˆ
kh
ji ∂β,h∂α,k
∂α,ix
β,j = Rˆ−1jhik x
β,k∂α,h ∂β,ix
α,j = Rˆjhik x
α,k∂β,h
(4.3)
when α > β. With respect to Ref. [14] we have called the generators xi, ∂j
instead of Ai, A+j , inverted the order of the product due to covariance w.r.t.
the right (instead of the left) Uqg -action, and for the sake of simplicity we
have put equal to one possible factors at the rhs of (4.3).
In Ref. [13, 8] algebra homomorphisms ϕ : Dǫ,g >⊳H → Dǫ,g have been
determined for g = so(n) and g = sl(N), so(N) respectively. This is the
q-analog of vector field realization of g on the corresponding g -covariant
(undeformed) space, e.g. ϕ1(E
i
j) = x
i∂j − 1N δij in the g = sl(N) case. The
searched maps ϕ± will be simply the restrictions of ϕ to Dǫ,g>⊳H±. In
Ref. [13] there are among others the ϕ-images of the Chevalley genera-
tors of Uqso(N)
†, in Ref. [8] there are the ϕ-images of the generators of
Uqg playing the role of “vector fields” on Gq. By the change of generators
described in Ref. [12] one can easily pass from the Chevalley to the FRT
generators L±ij (A.1.15), whereas the relation between the latter and the
vector fields is recalled in (A.4.2). The FRT generators are the ones explic-
itly needed in writing down χ±(xi) and χ±(∂i). For example, for g = sl(2)
and ǫ = 1 one finds
ϕ(L+11) = ϕ(L−22) = [ϕ(L−11)]−1 = [ϕ(L+22)]−1 = αΛ
1
2
[
1+(q2−1)x2∂2
] 1
2
ϕ(L+12) = −αkq−1Λ
1
2
[
1 + (q2 − 1)x2∂2
]− 1
2 x1∂2 (4.4)
ϕ(L−21) = αkq3Λ
1
2
[
1 + (q2 − 1)x2∂2
]− 1
2 x2∂1,
where α is fixed by (A.1.14) to be α = ±1,±i and we have set
Λ−2 := 1 + (q2 − 1)xi∂i. (4.5)
Whereas for g = so(3) and ǫ = 1 one finds on the positive Borel subalgebra
ϕ(L+−−) = −αΛ
[
1 + (q − 1)x0∂0 + (q2 − 1)x+∂+
]
ϕ(L+−0 ) = αkΛ(x−∂0 −
√
qx0∂+)
ϕ(L+−+) = 11+q−1ϕ(L+−0 )ϕ(L+0+)
ϕ(L+00) = 1
ϕ(L+0+) = −q−
1
2 [ϕ(L+−−)]−1ϕ(L+−0 )
ϕ(L+++) = [ϕ(L+−−)]−1
(4.6)
†One should take care of the fact that in Ref. [13] we considered Uqso(N)acting by a left
action, instead of a right one, what manifests itself in a replacement q → q−1, or equivalently
in an opposite coproduct. The rules for passing from right to left are described in Sect. 5.
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and on the negative Borel subalgebra
ϕ(L−−−) = −
(
αΛ
[
1 + (q − 1)x0∂0 + (q2 − 1)x+∂+
])−1
ϕ(L−0−) = −αq2kϕ(L−−−)Λ(x0∂− −
√
qx+∂0)
ϕ(L−+−) = 11+qϕ(L−+0 )ϕ(L−0−)
ϕ(L−00) = 1
ϕ(L−+0 ) = −αq
3
2 kΛ(x0∂− −√qx+∂0)
ϕ(L−++) = [ϕ(L−−−)]−1.
(4.7)
Here we have set
Λ−2 := [1 + (q2 − 1)xi∂i + (q
2 − 1)2
ω21
(gijx
ixj)(ghk∂k∂h)], (4.8)
where
ωa := (q
ρa + q−ρa),
and replaced for simplicity the values −1, 0, 1 of the indices by the ones
−, 0,+. In either case the ϕ-images of L+ij and L−ji for i > j vanish,
because the latter do.
We see that strictly speaking ϕ takes values in some appropriate com-
pletion of Dǫ,g , containing at least the square root and inverse square root
of the polynomial Λ−2 respectively defined in (4.5), (4.8), as well as the
square root of [1 + (q2 − 1)x2∂2] and its inverse, when g = sl(2), and the
inverses (4.6)6, (4.7)6, when g = so(3). Apart from this minimal comple-
tion, another possible one is the socalled h-adic, namely the ring of formal
power series in h = log q with coefficients in Dǫ,g . Other completions, e.g.
in operator norms, can be considered according to the needs. One can
easily show that the extention of the action of H to any such completion is
uniquely determined (we omit to write down its explicit expression, since
we don’t need it).
According to the main theorem, we set
y1,i ≡ x1,i
∂y,1,a ≡ ∂1,a
yα,i ≡ χ−(xα,i) = ϕ1(L−ij)xα,j α > 1
∂y,α,a ≡ χ−(∂α,a) = ϕ1(SL−da)∂α,d α > 1
(4.9)
and we find
Corollary 2
Paijhkyα,hyα,k = 0
Pahkij ∂yα,k∂y,α,h = 0 (4.10)
∂y,α,iy
α,j = δji + (qRˆ)
ǫαjl
imy
α,m∂y,α,l
for all α = 1, ...,M , together with
[y1,i, yα,j ] = 0 [∂y,1,i, y
α,j ] = 0
[∂y,α,i, y
1,j ] = 0 [∂y,1,i, ∂y,α,j ] = 0
(4.11)
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when α > 1, and
yα,iyβ,j = Rˆijhky
β,hyα,k
∂y,α,i∂y,β,j = Rˆ
kh
ji ∂y,β,h∂y,α,k
∂y,α,iy
β,j = Rˆ−1jhik y
β,k∂y,α,h
∂y,β,iy
α,j = Rˆjhik y
α,k∂y,β,h
(4.12)
when 1 < β < α.
By (4.11) y1,i ≡ x1,i and ∂y,1,i ≡ ∂1,i commute with the subalgebra gener-
ated by y2,i, ..., yM,i and ∂y,2,i, ..., ∂y,M,i which we shall call A˜+. This was
the first step of the unbraiding procedure. Now we can reiterate the latter
for A˜+, with y2,i, ∂y,2,i playing the role of x1,i, ∂1,i. After M − 1 steps,
we shall have determined M independent commuting subalgebras of A+
which we shall call A˜+α .
For the sake of brevity we omit the unbraiding procedure for the alter-
native braided tensor product algebra stemming from prescription (1.10),
which can be found following arguments completely analogous to the ones
presented at the end of Section 3. We summarize the results of this section
by
Proposition 4 Let A1,A2, ...,AM be M copies of the Uqg -covariant Hei-
senberg algebra Dǫ,g , g = sl(N), so(N). Then A1⊗±A2⊗±...⊗±AM =
A1⊗A˜±2 ⊗ ...⊗A˜±M , where A˜±2 , ..., A˜±M are subalgebras of the lhs isomorphic
to Dǫ,g .
Relations (A.1.28), (2.2), (3.2), (4.2) and (4.1) fix the ∗-structure of A1
to be
(xi)∗ = xi, (∂i)
∗ = −∂i
{
q±2(N−i+1) if H = Uqsl(N)
q±N+ρi if H = Uqso(N)
(4.13)
if |q| = 1, and
(xh)∗ = xkgkh, (∂i)
∗ = − Λ
±2
q±N + q±2
[
(gjh∂h∂j), x
i
]
(4.14)
if H = Uqso(N) and q ∈ R+. The upper or lower sign respectively refer to
the choices ǫ = 1,−1 in (4.1)3, and Λ±2 are respectively defined by
Λ±2 :=
[
1 + (q±2 − 1)xi∂i + (q
±2 − 1)2
ω2n
r2(gji∂i∂j)
]−1
. (4.15)
The map ϕ is a ∗-homomorphism both for q real and |q| = 1. If we denote
by ϕ± its restrictions to A>⊳H±, then they are ∗-homomorphisms when
|q| = 1 (see appendix A.4), and fulfill the relation
[ϕ±(g)]∗ = ϕ∓(g∗) (4.16)
when q ∈ R+ [13]. Since these relations are of the type considered in
proposition 2, the claims of the latter for χ± and their consequences hold.
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In particular, when |q| = 1 one has a well-defined ∗ on the braided ten-
sor product of A1, ...,AM mapping each of the independent, commuting
subalgebras A˜±α into itself.
Finally, the above results have an important corollary. According to
Hochschild cohomology arguments developed by Gerstenhaber [18] and
applicable to Heisenberg algebras because of the results found by Du Cloux
in Ref. [11], any deformed Heisenberg algebra, in particular the braided
tensor products of A1, ...,AM considered in this section, can be realized
simply by a change of generators in the h-adic completion, h = log q, of
its undeformed counterpart (but in general not in other, e.g. operator-
norm, completions). However explicit realizations are not provided by
these results. The results presented here, combined to some older ones,
allow to determine one such realization. In Ref. [26] Ogievetsky found an
explicit realization φ or ‘deforming map’ of the elements of Dǫ,g in terms
of formal power series in h = log q with coefficients in the corresponding
undeformed Heisenberg algebra. Another, less explicit, one was found in
Ref. [15]. The composition of the unbraiding map found in this section,
which allows to ‘decouple’M different copies of Dǫ,g from each other, with
the map φ provides an explicit realization or ‘deforming map’ of the larger
Heisenberg algebra A (what we have called the ‘braided chain of Heisenberg
algebras’), in the h-adic completion of the undeformed (N ·M)-dimensional
Heisenberg algebra.
5 Formulae for the left action
For psychological reasons we often prefer to work with a left action rather
than with a right one. In this section we give the analogs for left H-module
algebras of the main results found so far for right H-module algebras. The
left action of g ∈ H on a product fulfills
(gg′) ⊲ a = g ⊲ (g′ ⊲ a), (5.1)
g ⊲ (aa′) = (g(1) ⊲ a)(g(2) ⊲ a
′). (5.2)
The product laws in the braided tensor product algebras Aˆ+, Aˆ− are re-
spectively given by
a2a1 = (R−1(1) ⊲ a1) (R−1(2) ⊲ a2). (5.3)
a2a1 = (R (2) ⊲ a1) (R (1) ⊲ a2), (5.4)
The analog of Theorem 1 reads
Theorem 2 Let {H,R} be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and H+,H− be
Hopf subalgebras of H such that R ∈ H+⊗H−. Let Aˆ1, Aˆ2 be respectively
a (left) H+- and a H−-module algebra, so that we can define Aˆ+ as in
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(5.3), and ϕˆ+1 : H
+⊲<Aˆ1 → Aˆ1 be an algebra homomorphism fulfilling
(1.12), so that we can define a map χˆ+ : Aˆ2 → Aˆ+ by
χˆ+(a2) := (R (2) ⊲ a2) ϕˆ+1 (R (1)). (5.5)
Alternatively, let Aˆ1, Aˆ2 be respectively a (left) H−- and a H+-module
algebra, so that we can define Aˆ− as in (5.4), and ϕˆ+1 : H+⊲<Aˆ1 → Aˆ1
be an algebra homomorphism fulfilling (1.12), so that we can define a map
χˆ− : Aˆ2 → Aˆ− by
χˆ−(a2) := (R−1(1) ⊲ a2) ϕˆ−1 (R−1(2)). (5.6)
In either case χˆ± are then injective algebra homomorphisms and
[χˆ±(a2), Aˆ1] = 0, (5.7)
namely the subalgebras
˜ˆA
±
2 := χˆ
±(Aˆ2) ≈ Aˆ2 commute with Aˆ1. Moreover
Aˆ± = Aˆ1 ⊗ ˜ˆA
±
2 .
The results of section 2 apply without modifications (one just has to
place aˆin the appropriate places).
To enumerate the generators of the algebras considered in Sections 3,4
we shall exchange lower with upper indices, so the generators will read
xα,i, ∂
α,i. This is necessary if we wish the x’s to carry what we shall
consider the fundamental (vector) representation ρ of Uqg ,
g ⊲ xi = xjρ
j
i (g), (5.8)
rather than its contragredient ρT ◦S, because this follows from the row×col-
umn multiplication law ρih(gg
′) = ρij(g)ρ
j
h(g
′). Apart from this replace-
ment, all the commutation relations remain the same, but can be rephrased
in an equivalent way exchanging lower with upper indices also in the braid
matrices and in the projectors Pa, because RˆT = Rˆ, PaT = Pa. For
instance, the analog of (3.1) will read
Pahkij xhxk = 0. (5.9)
The analogs of (3.2), (4.2) read
g ⊲ xi = ρ
j
i (g)xj (5.10)
g ⊲ ∂i = ∂hρih(Sg). (5.11)
Algebra homomorphisms ϕˆ±1 for the algebras considered in Sections 3,4
are immediately obtained in terms of the ϕ±1 described there, according to
the rule
ϕˆ±1 (L±hj ) = U−1jaϕ∓1 (L∓ab )U bh. (5.12)
Here
U bc := ρ
b
c(u), (5.13)
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u ∈ H is a special element as in (A.1.6 ), and at the rhs the correct
expression in the new notation has lower and upper indices exchanged. If
Aˆ1 is the quantum Euclidean space RNq one finds, for instance,
ϕˆ−1 (L−hj ) = U−1ja gac[µ¯c, xk]q−1gkbUhb
(A.1.30)
= gcj[µ¯
c, xk]qg
hk, (5.14)
where µc is the same as µc [see A.3.3)], but in the new notation. For
instance, when |c| > 1 it reads
µ¯c = γ¯cr
−1
|c| r
−1
|c|−1x−c, (5.15)
with γc defined as in (A.3.7) and ra (a ≥ 0) defined by the condition
r2a =
a∑
h=−a
xhx
h =
a∑
h=−a
ghkxhxk.
The analog of (3.7) is therefore (with α > 1)
y1,i := x1,i (5.16)
yα,i := χˆ−(xα,i) = xα,jϕˆ1(L−ji ) = xα,jghi[µ¯1,h, x1,k]q−1gjk. (5.17)
6 Unbraiding ‘chains’ of fuzzy quantum
spheres
As a last example, we consider the braided tensor product of M copies
A1, ...,AM of the q–deformed fuzzy sphere Sˆ2q,N [19]‡, which we consider
as a left Uqso(3) module algebra. It is generated by xi fulfilling the relations
εijk xixj = ΛN xk,
gijxixj = R
2. (6.1)
Here R > 0,
CN =
[N ]q[N + 2]q
[2]2q
, ΛN = R
[2]qN+1√
[N ]q[N + 2]q
(6.2)
where [n]q :=
qn/2−q−n/2
q1/2−q−1/2
, and
ε101 = q
1/2, ε011 = −q−1/2,
ε000 = q
1/2 − q−1/2, ε1−10 = 1 = −ε−110 ,
ε0−1−1 = q
1/2, ε−10−1 = −q−1/2
(6.3)
are the spin 1 Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. The multiplet (xi) carries the
fundamental vector representation ρ of H = Uqso(3):
g ⊲ xi = xjρ
j
i (g). (6.4)
‡To relate this to our conventions, the q in [19] should be replaced by q−1/2
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There is no obvious generalization to higher dimensions, but this algebra
appears to be relevant e.g. to D–branes on the SU(2) WZW model [1]. It
has a unique irreducible representation, which is equivalent toMat(N+1).
Here we only consider the case q ∈ R+, where the star structure is given by
x∗i = g
ijxj . Then Sˆ
2
q,N is simply the “discrete series” of Podles’s spheres
[27]. It was shown in [19] that there is a star–algebra homomorphism
ϕˆ : H⊲<Sˆ2q,N → Sˆ2q,N , which takes a particularly simple form
ϕˆ(E+) =
1
R
√
q−1[2]qCN x1, ϕˆ(E
−) = − 1
R
√
q[2]qCN x−1,
ϕˆ(qH/2) =
[2]qN+1
[2]q
(
1− q
1/2 − q−1/2
ΛN
x0
)
(6.5)
where E± = X±qH/4 ∈ Uqso(3). Note that (1 − q
1/2−q−1/2
ΛN
x0) is invert-
ible since the eigenvalues of qH/2 are positive (assuming q > 0), therefore
ϕˆ(q−H/2) ∈ Sˆ2q,N is well–defined also. Hence the algebra homomorphisms
ϕˆ is defined on the entire algebra Uqso(3). Using the definition (A.1.15)
and the explicit form for the universal R (see e.g. [7]), one finds
[L−ij ] =

 q
−H/2, 0, 0
−(1− q−1)√[2]qE−, 1, 0
q−1/2(1−q−1)2q−H/2(E−)2, −(1− q−1)√[2]q q−H/2E−, qH/2


(6.6)
and
[L+ij]=

 q
−H/2, (q − 1)√[2]q q−H/2E+, (q − 1)2q−H/2(E+)2,
0, 1, q−1/2(q − 1)√[2]qE+
0, 0, qH/2

 . (6.7)
The unbraiding procedure then works as in Theorem 2. To be specific,
assume that the braided tensor product algebra is as in (5.3). Then we set
y1,i := x1,i (6.8)
yα,i := χˆ(xα,i) = xα,jϕˆ1(L+ji ), α > 1, (6.9)
without spelling out these expressions further. According to Theorem 2,
they satisfy
Corollary 3
εijk yα,i yα,j = ΛN yα,k,
gijyα,i yα,j = R
2
for all α = 1, ...,M , together with
[y1,i, yα,j ] = 0 (6.10)
yα,iyβ,j = Rˆ
hk
ij yβ,hyα,k (6.11)
when 1 < α and αβ.
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Iterating this procedure as before, we find
Proposition 5 Let A1,A2, ...,AM be M copies of the Uqso(3)–covariant
fuzzy quantum sphere. Then A1⊗±A2⊗±...⊗±AM = A1 ⊗ A˜±2 ⊗ ...⊗ A˜±M ,
where A˜±2 , ..., A˜±M are subalgebras of the lhs isomorphic to A1.
A Appendix
A.1 The universal R-matrix
In this appendix we recall the basics about the universal R-matrix [9] of
the quantum groups Uqg , while fixing our conventions. Recall that the
universal R-matrix R is a special element
R ≡ R (1) ⊗R (2) ∈ Uqg ⊗ Uqg (A.1.1)
intertwining between ∆ and opposite coproduct ∆op, and so does alsoR−121 :
R (g(1) ⊗ g(2)) = (g(2) ⊗ g(1))R ,
R−121 (g(1) ⊗ g(2)) = (g(2) ⊗ g(1))R−121 .
(A.1.2)
In (A.1.1) we have used a Sweedler notation with upper indices: the right-
hand side is a short-hand notation for a sum
∑
I R (1)I ⊗R (2)I of infinitely
many terms. We recall some useful formulae
(∆⊗ id)R = R 13R 23, (A.1.3)
(id⊗∆)R = R 13R 12, (A.1.4)
(S ⊗ id)R = R−1 = (id ⊗ S−1)R , (A.1.5)
S−1(g) = u−1S(g)u. (A.1.6)
Here u is any of the elements u1, u2, ..u8 defined below:
u1 := (SR (2))R (1) u2 := (SR−1(1))R−1(2)
u3 := R (2)S−1R (1) u4 := R−1(1)S−1R−1(2)
(u5)
−1 := R (1)SR (2) (u6)−1 := (S−1R (1))R (2)
(u7)
−1 := R−1(2)SR−1(1) (u8)−1 := (S−1R−1(2))R−1(1)
(A.1.7)
In fact, using the results of Drinfel’d [9, 10] one can show that
u1 = u3 = u7 = u8 = vu2 = vu4 = vu5 = vu6, (A.1.8)
where v is a suitable element belonging to the center of Uqso(N).
From (A.1.2) and (A.1.3,A.1.4) it follows the universal Yang-Baxter
relation
R 12R 13R 23 = R 23R 13R 12, (A.1.9)
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whence the other two relations follow
R−112R−113R−123 = R−123R−113R−112, (A.1.10)
R 13R 23R−112 = R−112R 23R 13. (A.1.11)
As before, let ρ be the fundamental N -dimensional representation of g =
sl(N), so(N), sp(N) By applying id ⊗ ρac ⊗ ρbd to (A.1.9), ρac ⊗ ρbd ⊗ id to
(A.1.10) and ρac ⊗ id⊗ρbd to (A.1.11) we respectively find the commutation
relations
Rˆabcd L+dfL+ce = L+bcL+ad Rˆdcef , (A.1.12)
Rˆabcd L−dfL−ce = L−bcL−ad Rˆdcef , (A.1.13)
Rˆabcd L+dfL−ce = L−bcL+ad Rˆdcef , (A.1.14)
where L±al are the Faddeev-Reshetikin-Takhtadjan generators [12] of Uqg ,
defined by
L+al := R (1)ρal (R (2)) L−al := ρal (R−1(1))R−1(2). (A.1.15)
It is known [12] that {L+ij ,L−ij} and the square roots of the elements
L±ii provide a (overcomplete) set of generators of Uqg . Since in our con-
ventions
R ∈ H+ ⊗H−, (A.1.16)
then L+al ∈ H+ and L−al ∈ H−. Beside (A.1.12-A.1.14) these generators
fulfill
L+ij = 0, if i > j (A.1.17)
L−ij = 0, if i < j (A.1.18)
L−iiL+ii = L+iiL−ii = 1, ∀i (A.1.19)
L±−n−n....L±nn = 1, (A.1.20)
and, when g = so(N), sp(N), some additional relations. When g = so(N)
the latter read
L±ijL±hkgkj = ghi L±jiL±khgkj = ghi, (A.1.21)
where gij has been defined in (3.5). The braid matrix Rˆ is related to R
by Rˆijhk ≡ Rjihk := (ρjh ⊗ ρik)R . With the indices’ convention described in
sections 3, 4 Rˆ is given by
Rˆ = q−
1
N

q∑
i
eii ⊗ eii +
∑
i 6=j
eji ⊗ eij + k
∑
i<j
eii ⊗ ejj

 (A.1.22)
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when g = sl(N), and by
Rˆ = q
∑
i 6=0
eii ⊗ eii +
∑
i 6=j,−j
or i=j=0
eji ⊗ eij + q−1
∑
i 6=0
e−ii ⊗ ei−i (A.1.23)
+k(
∑
i<j
eii ⊗ ejj −
∑
i<j
q−ρi+ρje−ji ⊗ ej−i)
when g = so(N). Here eij is the N ×N matrix with all elements equal to
zero except for a 1 in the ith column and jth row. The braid matrix of
sl(N) admits the orthogonal projector decomposition
Rˆ = qPS − q−1Pa, g = sl(N); (A.1.24)
Pa,PS are the Uqsl(N)-covariant deformed antisymmetric and symmetric
projectors. The braid matrix of so(N) admits the orthogonal projector
decomposition
Rˆ = qPs − q−1Pa + q1−NPt g = so(N); (A.1.25)
Pa,Pt,Ps are the q-deformed antisymmetric, trace, trace-free symmetric
projectors.
The compact section of Uqg requires q ∈ R+ if g = so(N), q ∈ R if
g = sl(N) and is characterized by the ∗-structure
(L±ij)∗ = SL∓ji . (A.1.26)
For g = so(N) this amounts to
(L±ij)∗ = gihL∓hkgkj. (A.1.27)
The non-compact sections of Uqg require |q| = 1 and are characterized by
the ∗-structure
(L±ij)∗ = U−1ir L±rs U sj = uL±iju−1. (A.1.28)
This can be checked using the property (Rˆijhk)
∗ = Rˆ−1jikh. Here we have
defined
U ij = ρ
i
j(u) (A.1.29)
with u any of the elements defined in (A.1.7). For g = so(N) one can take
U ij := g
ihgjh. (A.1.30)
From formulae (A.1.3), (A.1.4) in the Appendix A.1 one finds that the
coproducts are given by
∆(L+ij) = L+ih ⊗ L+hj ∆(L−ij) = L−ih ⊗ L−hj . (A.1.31)
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 1
We make use of the identity
ϕ±(g±) ⊳ h± = ϕ±(g± ⊳ h±), (A.2.1)
for any g±, h± ∈ H±, which we prove in Ref. [16]. The right action
appearing at the rhs is the (right) adjoint action on itself
h ⊳ g = Sg(1)hg(2), g, h ∈ H; (A.2.2)
where S denotes the antipode of the Hopf algebra H. We shall also need
the inverse of (1.9),
a1a2 = (a2 ⊳R−1(2)) (a1 ⊳R−1(1)). (A.2.3)
Now,
χ+(a2)
(1.13)
= ϕ+1 (R (1)) (a2 ⊳R (2))
(A.2.3)
= (a2 ⊳R (2)R−1(2′)) [ϕ+1 (R (1)) ⊳R−1(1
′)]
(A.2.1)
= (a2 ⊳R (2)R−1(2′))ϕ+1 (R (1) ⊳R−1(1
′))
(A.2.2)
= (a2 ⊳R (2)R−1(2′))ϕ+1 (SR−1(1
′)
(1) R (1)R
−1(1′)
(2) )
(A.1.3)
= (a2 ⊳R (2)R−1(2′)R−1(2”))ϕ+1 (SR−1(1”)R (1)R−1(1
′))
= (a2 ⊳R−1(2”))ϕ+1 (SR−1(1”)),
which proves (1.21). Similarly one proves (1.22).
A.3 The maps ϕ± for the quantum Euclidean spa-
ces or spheres
We introduce the short-hand notation
[A,B]x = AB − xBA. (A.3.1)
In Ref. [4] we have found algebra homomorphisms ϕ± : RNq >⊳U
±
q so(N)→
R
N
q . The images of ϕ
− on the negative FRT generators read
ϕ−(L−ij) = gih[µh, xk]qgkj , (A.3.2)
where
µ0 = γ0(x
0)−1 for N odd,
µ±1 = γ±1(x
±1)−1L±11 for N even,
µa = γar
−1
|a| r
−1
|a|−1x
−a otherwise,
(A.3.3)
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and γa ∈ C are normalization constants fulfilling the conditions
γ0 = −q− 12h−1 for N odd,
γ1γ−1 =
{−q−1h−2
k−2
for N odd,
for N even,
γaγ−a = −q−1k−2ωaωa−1 for a > 1.
(A.3.4)
h, k, ωa are defined as in Sections 3, 4. On the other hand, the images of
ϕ+ on the positive FRT generators read
ϕ+(L+ij) = gih[µ¯h, xk]q−1gkj, (A.3.5)
where
µ¯0 = γ¯0(x
0)−1 for N odd,
µ¯±1 = γ¯±1(x
±1)−1L∓11 for N even,
µ¯a = γ¯ar
−1
|a| r
−1
|a|−1x
−a otherwise,
(A.3.6)
and γ¯a ∈ C normalization constants fulfilling the conditions
γ¯0 = q
1
2h−1 for N odd,
γ¯1γ¯−1 =
{−qh−2
k−2
for N odd,
for N even,
γ¯aγ¯−a = −qk−2ωaωa−1 for a > 1.
(A.3.7)
Incidentally, for odd N one can choose the free parameters γa, γ¯a in such
a way that ϕ+, ϕ− can be ‘glued’ into an algebra homomorphism ϕ :
R
N
q >⊳Uqso(N)→ RNq [4].
We give the explicit expression for ϕ±(L±ij) in the case N = 3:
[ϕ−(L−ij)]=


−qhγ1(x0)−1r
q
1
2 (q+1)(x0)−1x+ 1
q
1
2 (q+1)(hγ1rx
0)−1(x+)2 (1+q−1)(hγ1r)
−1 −(qhγ1r)−1x0


(A.3.8)
and
[ϕ+(L+ij)]=


−hγ¯1r−1x0 q− 12 γ¯1kr−1x− q−2kγ¯1(rx0)−1(x−)2
1 q−
1
2 (q−1 + 1)(x0)−1x−
−(hγ¯1x0)−1r


(A.3.9)
When q ∈ R+ the real structure of RNq is given by
(xi)∗ = xjgji. (A.3.10)
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Note that when N is odd µ0, µ¯0, which are completely determined by their
definitions, are such that µ∗0 = −q−1µ¯0. We fix the other γa, γ¯a so that for
any a
µ∗a = −q−1gabµ¯b. (A.3.11)
This was already considered in Ref. [4] and requires
γ∗±1 = −γ¯∓1 if N even
γ∗a = −γ¯−a
{
1 if a < 0
q−2 if a > 0
otherwise.
(A.3.12)
As a consequence,
[
ϕ−(L−ij)
]∗ (A.3.2)
=
(
gih[µh, x
k]qgkj
)∗
(A.3.10)
= gih [xj , µ∗h]q
(A.3.11)
= [µ¯i, x
j ]q−1
(A.3.5)
= gihϕ
+(L+hk)gkj
(A.1.27)
= ϕ+
[
(L−ij)∗
]
In other words
[ϕ±(g)]∗ = ϕ∓(g∗). (A.3.13)
When |q| = 1
(xi)∗ = xi (A.3.14)
Note that when N is odd µ0, µ¯0, which are completely determined by their
definitions, are such that µ∗0 = −qµ0 = µ¯0. We fix the other γa, γ¯a so that
for any a
µ∗a = −qµa, µ¯∗a = −q−1µ¯a. (A.3.15)
This requires
γ∗±1 = −γ±1 if N even
γ∗a = −γa
{
1 if a < 0
q−2 if a > 0
otherwise.
(A.3.16)
As a consequence,
[
ϕ−(L−ij)
]∗ (A.3.2)
=
(
gih[µh, x
k]qgkj
)∗
(A.3.14)
= −q−1ghi [µ∗h, xk]q gjk
(A.3.15)
= ghi [µh, x
k]q gjk
(A.1.30),(A.3.2)
= U−1irϕ
−(L−rs)U ir
(A.1.28)
= ϕ−
[
(L−ij)∗
]
.
Similarly one proves that [ϕ−(L−ij)]∗ = ϕ−[(L−ij)∗]. In other words, ϕ±
are ∗-homomorphisms.
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A.4 The maps ϕ for the deformed Heisenberg al-
gebras
In Ref. [13] we constructed an algebra homomorphism ϕ : Uqso(N)⊲<A1 →
A1, where A1 denotes the Uqso(N)-covariant (deformed) Heisenberg alge-
bra, such that ϕ is a ∗-homomorphism
ϕ(g∗) = ϕ(g)∗ (A.4.1)
on the compact section of Uqso(N)(what requires q ∈ R+). One can easily
prove the same result also for the noncompact section (A.1.28) of g =
so(N) as well as the compact and noncompact sections of g = sl(N).
This can be done maybe most rapidly using as a set of generators the
socalled ”vector fields” Zij [29], which are related to the FRT generators
by
Zij = L+ihSL−hj . (A.4.2)
From (A.1.26), (A.1.28) one immediately finds
(Zij)
∗ = Zji if q ∈ R+ (A.4.3)
(Zij)
∗ = U−1ia (S
−1L−hb )L+ah U bj if |q| = 1; (A.4.4)
if g = so(N) the second relation reduces to
(Zij)
∗ = U−1abZ
b
c Rˆ
−1ci
aj . (A.4.5)
In Ref. [8] the explicit expression of ϕ(Zij) in terms of the x’s and ∂’s is
given both for g = sl(N) and g = so(N), and it is not difficult to show
that on these generators (and therefore on all of Uqg ) (A.4.1) is satisfied.
In performing the calculations one has to keep in mind that the authors
of Ref. [8] work with the left action, rather than with the right, so one
has to switch to the conventions described in section 5, but, as explained
there, this wil not modify the result (A.4.1). As an intermediate step, we
give the action of the ∗-structure on the coordinates and derivatives for
the case g = so(N), in the notation used there:
(xh)
∗ = ghkxk, (∂
i)∗ = −q−N ∂ˆi if q ∈ R+ (A.4.6)
(xh)
∗ = xh, (∂
i)∗ = −qNU−1ij∂j , (∂ˆi)∗ = −q−N∂i if |q| = 1.(A.4.7)
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